Abstract-In this paper, for 4-fold and 8-fold compositions of symplectic schemes, the authors obtain the formulae for calculation of the first three terms of the power series in stepsize of their formal energies. Utilizing the special properties of revertible schemes, the authors construct higher order revertible symplectic schemes for general Hamiltonian systems only through formal energies. F,om any order s (even) to order s + 2, a determining conclusion is obtained. And from any order s (even) to order s + 4, an algebraic equation system, when s is evaluated whose solution gives a rise by 4 in order, is about to be set up. As examples, for the cases of s = 2 and s = 4, the numerical results are to be gained.
INTRODUCTION
We know that the Hamiltonian system $ = JVH(Z), Z E R2n, (1.1)
, H : R2n -+ R1 is a smooth function and V is the gradient operator, is structure-preserving. In other words, its phase flow {gt, t E R} is a one-parameter group of canonical (symplectic) diffeomorphisms, i.e., the Jacobian of gt with respect to Z satisfies for any H and any t. For this kind of structure-preserving systems, the structure-preserving integrators are symplectic schemes. Typeset by &&T@
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By transforming the symplecticity of difference scheme into the closedness of some differential l-form and using the Poincare lemma on closed differential forms, Tang [l] has deduced directly the existence of formal energy of any symplectic scheme for general Hamiltonian systems, which is represented as a power series in stepsize of the scheme. More precisely, he has established the following theorem.
THEOREM
TA. For any symplectic scheme (with step-transition operator G') compatible with (1 .l) with order s, there exists a sequence of smooth functions:
Hs,Hs+l,Hs+a.. . , such that G' is the map of the phase Aow gk when t is evaluated r, i.e., Such being the case, for the composition of any two symplectic schemes compatible with (1.1) undoubtedly, there exists such a formal energy for the composition itself is a compatible symplectic scheme too. And naturally, this formal energy is relative to or even determined by those of the original two schemes. In consideration of this point, Tang [l] has obtained the formulae for calculation of the first three terms in the power series of the formal energy of the composition a.5 follows.
THEOREM TB. Suppose F'(Z) and GT(Z) are two schemes of order s( 2 2)) and the corresponding energies are ir = H + r"P, + ?+l P,+l + T'+~ Ps+2 + . . . , 
DEFINITION 2.
A difference scheme compatible with (1) is said to be revertible iff its step transition operator G' : R2" + R2n satisfies 10) for any Hamiltonian function H and any sufficiently small step-size r.
As pointed out by Tang [l] , revertible symplectic schemes have special properties.
THEOREM TC. With the assumptions in Theorem TA, the scheme characterized by G' is revertible iff the terms with odd subscripts, in the sequence are null.
THEOREM TD. All revertible schemes are of even order.
In the matter of constructing of schemes with higher order through lower order ones, we like to mention the following contributions.
For general Hamiltonian systems, in his Ph.D. dissertation, Wang [3] gave a symplectic scheme of order 3 by composing the mid-point rules of order 2 for three times with different stepsizes. He used the Taylor's method. For special Hamiltonian systems with separated Hamiltonian functions, Feng [4] and Qin/Wang/Zhang (51 obtained explicit symplectic schemes of higher order from ones of lower order in a similar way. For the same kind of special Hamiltonian systems, Yoshida [S] constructed symplectic schemes of even higher order by composing explicit ones of lower-order. He used the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula on Lie series. For ordinary differential systems, by composing a self-adjoint (revertible) scheme for three times with different stepsizes, Qin/Zhu [7] constructed a new scheme with order higher by 2 than the original one. They also used the BCH formula.
In this paper, for 4-fold and 8-fold compositions of symplectic schemes, the authors derive from Theorem TB the formulae for calculation of the first three terms of the power series in stepsize of their formal energies (Section 2, Theorem 1,2). Utilizing the special properties of revertible schemes as displayed in Theorem TC-TD, the authors construct higher order revertible symplectic schemes for general Hamiltonian systems only through formal energies. From any order s (even) to order s + 2, a determining conclusion is obtained (Section 3, Theorem 3). And from any order s (even) to order s + 4, an algebraic equation system, when s is evaluated whose solution gives a rise by 4 in order, is about to be set up (Section 3, Theorem 4). As examples, for the cases of s = 2 and s = 4, the numerical results are to be gained by implementing Newton's method on LEO 486 (Section 3, Theorem 5,6).
FORMAL ENERGIES OF MULTI-FOLD COMPOSITION OF SYMPLECTIC SCHEMES
Using Theorem TB, we obtain the following theorem. x Xs+1(p+v+K+cr+p+-y+6) 
THEOREM 1. With the assumption and notations above, we have
Go' o FC"' o Gp"' o Fx'(z) = E [(A + P + cr + 0) di Zkl, i! V i=O (2.1){ +jks+l(-X+v+tc+a+p+~+S) +vS+'(-X-p++++++++++) +d+'(-X-p-v+++++~+6) +as+'(-X-p--_--_++++++) +p9+'(-x-p-v-Ic-a++++) +yS+l(-X-p-v-Ic-a-p+S) + 6s+'(-x -p -Y -K -a
W#-JVP,+l + 2(X + p + v + K. + a + p + y + 6)"+3 x xs+2(p+Y+IE+cr+p+y+s) =I +ps+2(-X+v+K+a+p+~+S) +VS+y-X-p+K+a+p+~+6) +Ks+2(-X-p-v+f+++++q +aS+2(-X-p-v-K+p+y+S) +pS+2(-X-p-v--_--_++++) +y"+~(-A-p-v--_--_-/3+q
(2.8) with real numbers A, p given by (3.2), is also an invertible symplectic scheme for (1.1) with order s + 2.
For instance, the mid-point rule TT: 
which is equivalent to (3.10). is an revertible symplectic scheme of order 2 for Hamiltonisn (l.l), then with red numbers A, p, Y and 6 given by (3.13), is also an invertible symplectic scheme for (1.1) with order 8.
